
 

                             Memories from Catalonia 
On Monday morning March 27 we woke up in our host families in Gironella 
and then school started about 8 am.We all gathered outside the school Insitut 
Pere Fontdevila and we were taken to an old church where there was a huge 
welcome ceremony.The school orchestra and choir were playing and singing 
and also the mayor greeted us welcome!We were pupils from Sweden,Poland, 
Austria and Spain that had come together for a week to work with the project 
about Healthy Lifestyle.It was a great start but it was freezing cold in the 
morning. It got better as we learned to know each other in different kinds of 
icebreakers and a village race  and then we had the most fantastic lunch:paella! 
After that we had meetings about the assignment of the week and we were 
organized into international teams. We listened to a lecture about Landart to get 
some inspiration for our assignment tomorrow in the Queralt and finally after a 
very long day we could head for home. 
  

 
 
 
Tuesday March 28 In Queralt 
There was a bus  waiting for us at school when we arrived in the morning and it 
took us to the pre-Pyreenes area of Queralt. We were to spend the whole day 
hiking and having a great time with our international friends.It was sunny and it  
it got quite hot and warm and as we were climbing there were different kinds of 
stops where we should do teambuilding activities.When we reached the peak we 
had a fantastic view of Gironella far far below and in the horizon we could see  



 

the famous mountain of Montserrat  close to Barcelona.Later in the afternoon 
we were back in school preparing the assignment in workshops about how to 
prepare non-alcoholic drinks! A good ending to a good day! 

 
 
Wednesday March 29: In Barcelona 

 
 
Today we visited Camp Nou, one of the most fantastic and famous places in the 
world.We went by bus for a few hours before we arrived at Camp Nou and 
some were singing and cheering along the ride!We first stopped at the Triumph 
Arch and took a group picture of all of the pupils and teachers from 
Sweden,Poland,Spain,Austria and Iceland.Then we passed La Sagrada Familia 
the cathedral built by Gaudi at a distance and it looked amazing.We could not 
stop by because of the traffic so instead we stopped at a smaller arena where 
many soccer teams have played and everyone got of the bus once again for 
taking pictures.Finally we arrived at Camp Nou and went to see the special 
museum with famous players and world cup nominations.The collection was 
enormous and you learnt a lot about football.The rest of the day we spent in 
Placa Cataluna where we performed short plays about addiction and alternative 
kicks.We had prepared fliers about it so we handed them out to people passing 



 

by with more or less success!We also got some time for shopping before leaving 
home at 8 pm, very tired but happy. 
 
Thursday March 28: In Fundacion Alicia 
 

 
 
Today we visited an organisation that focus on researching on healthy food and 
it is called Fundacion Alicia.We left early by bus from school and  we were told 
that we were going to do some cooking at Fundacion Alicia and we were all 
looking forward to that. The Fundacion Alicia had a lot of big buildings for 
different purposes and by the entrance all of us visitors were invited to special 
rooms. In the first room there was an introduction about what kind of research 
they do and we watched a documentary about healthy foods.Then we visited the 
special kitchens where nutritional diets are prepared for people with different 
kinds of disabilities.At last we got into our kitchen where we baked pizzas and 
desserts - the best meal ever!Unfortunately the Italians were going to leave on 
the Friday so this day ended with a big farewell party in a restaurant in 
Gironella.Bye bye Italian friends! 
 
Friday March 29  The last day in Gironella 
Waking up in the morning it was really hard to believe that it was the last day of 
the visit. Sadly enough it was the last day which also meant that all of the 
international teams were going present their projects about addiction and 
alternative kicks at school.Luckily we had some time in the morning to get 
together to discuss the last parts of the presentations.We felt a bit nervous about 
talking in front of the whole group because all in all I think we were about forty 
participants in the room.As the presentations went on we learnt about mobile 
addictions, alcoholism and smoking ,among other addictions, and how 



 

alternative kicks can help you for example doing sports, being outside in the 
nature and cooking healthy meals  All of the groups produced a short movie 
which was great fun to watch and some were actually quite good!Yes, we 
learned a lot about the theme during this week and another good thing was that 
we had to speak English all the time  in the international teams.As soon as the 
last group had presented their project we were invited to learn a special dance 
that we all should do together. Well, it was a bit tricky but we enjoyed it.At the 
end of the day we left for Berga, the bigger place where we had a short city 
walk before we ended up at the Human Towers place.And it is exactly what it 
is: people of different size and age go together to practice creating a human 
tower by standing very closely and/or climbing onto each others shoulders. You 
won´t believe it until you have seen it! We had pizza with them and then we 
took the bus back to Gironella to stay the last night with our hosts.Ohh what a 
great week! 
 

 


